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Different world views on 

sustainability
The anthropocentric view says that the world is 

here for human use and enjoyment.  
Sustainability is simply our responsibility to 
provide enough for fellow humans and for future 
human generations.

The ecocentric view sees humans as simply one 
part of an interdependent biosphere, with no 
greater rights than any other part.  We sustain 
for the greater good.

The theocentric view sees the world (human and 
non-human) as deriving its value from being 
created and sustained by God.

From “When Enough is Enough: A Christian Framework for Environmental Sustainability”



Gen 1v26: ‘Then God said “Let us make 
man in our image according to our 
likeness and let them rule over the fish of 
the sea and over the birds of the sky and 
over the cattle and over all the earth, and 
over every creeping thing that creeps on 
the earth”’

Different world views on 

sustainability



Gen 1v28 ‘And God blessed them; and God 
said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and 
fill the earth and subdue it and rule over 
the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 
sky, and over every living thing that moves 
on the earth”’.

Hebrew word kibeshuhâ, meaning to “bring into shape”, related to the 
noun for a pottery or lime kiln, the concept of taking one thing and 

making something different out of it.

Different world views on 

sustainability



Different world views on 

sustainability

So, who is 

responsible 

for stewarding 

the planet?



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities

• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

1987 was the first year in which the world used more than one years’ resources 

in a year, we had started to live beyond our ecological means.  By 2007 we 

needed 1.3 planets in order to fuel our consumption, and by the end of 2010 we 

needed  more than 1.5 planets worth of resources1.

References:

1. Global footprint network   2. “Peak everything”, ‘Make wealth history’ web site

We are running out of raw materials at an alarming rate2.

• In 13 years we will have run out of indium (used to make LCDs and touch-screens)

• In 29 years we will have run out of silver
• In 30 years we will have run out of antimony (used in flame-retardant fabrics)

• In 40 years we will have run out of tin

• In 42 years we will have run out of lead

• In 45 years we will have run out of gold

• In 46 years we will have run out of zinc
• In 61 years we will have run out of copper



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities

• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

• Damage to the earth’s atmosphere

• Rising levels of CO2, thinning of the ozone 
layer.

• Acid rain

• Global temperature rise, extreme weather 
occurrences.

• Possible non-linear effects.



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities

• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

• Damage to the earth’s atmosphere

• Overpopulation



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities
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• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

• Damage to the earth’s atmosphere

• Overpopulation and the imbalanced 
distribution of vital resources

Fresh water consumption, m3

per person per year

Reference: Belyave V, Institute of Geography, 

USSR National Academy of Sciences, Moscow



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities

• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

• Damage to the earth’s atmosphere

• Overpopulation and the imbalanced 
distribution of vital resources

Drought mortality

Reference: earthtrends.wri.org



The impact of abdicating our 

environmental responsibilities

• Depletion of the earths resources at an 
unsustainable rate

• Damage to the earth’s atmosphere

• Overpopulation and the imbalanced 
distribution of vital resources

• Extinction of species

(loss of some eco-systems)

Reference: Treehugger.com



Coal – the villain of the piece?



What makes coal “unclean”?

• Coal is mostly carbon

• Coal contains sulphur

• Coal contains ash

• Coal contains other materials

• Combustion produces NOx

C+O2→CO2

Coal – the villain of the piece?



Reference: Life Science News June 9th 2010

Coal – the villain of the piece?



1000 - 1861:  N Hemisphere, proxy data
1861 - 2000:  Global, instrumental
2000 - 2100:  SRES projections

Variations of EarthVariations of Earth’’s Surface Temperature 1000 s Surface Temperature 1000 -- 21002100

Tmax

=5.6oC

Coal – the villain of the piece?



Adapted from Milliman et al (1989)

Coal – the villain of the piece?

Image courtesy I. Arbon



What makes coal “unclean”?

• Coal is mostly carbon

• Coal contains sulphur

• Coal contains ash

• Coal contains other materials

• Combustion produces NOx

C+O2→CO2

Coal – the villain of the piece?

S+O2→SO2



Photograph © Friends of the Earth
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What makes coal “unclean”?

• Coal is mostly carbon

• Coal contains sulphur

• Coal contains ash

• Coal contains other materials, As, Ni, Pb, Hg, Cl

• Combustion produces NOx

C+O2→CO2

Coal – the villain of the piece?

S+O2→SO2

= particulate deposition



What makes coal “unclean”?

• Coal is mostly carbon

• Coal contains sulphur

• Coal contains ash

• Coal contains other materials, As, Ni, Pb, Hg, Cl

• Combustion produces NOx

C+O2→CO2

Coal – the villain of the piece?

S+O2→SO2

= particulate deposition

N2O has 200 – 300 times the 
global warming effect of CO2



Coal – the villain of the piece?

Guilty as charged, but  we would plead that 
coal was not acting on its own!
Can we afford to lock up coal, or can coal 
be ‘bound over to keep the peace’?



An energy system without coal



An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

On a typical day, the UK electricity 
supply system has a demand something 
like the idealised ‘Load Shape 46’.

MW

“Base Load”

“Variable Load”



Most efficient fossil

An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

This demand is met using different 
power station plant.

MW

Nuclear

Less efficient fossil



More efficient fossil

An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

Unfortunately we do not live in an 
idealised world, and the situation, in 
practise, is more complex.

MW

Nuclear

Less efficient fossil

“3-shifting” plant

“Peaking” plant

“2-shifting” plant



An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

Fossil plant has to operate even more 
flexibly to accommodate the variability.

MW

Nuclear

Less efficient fossil

More efficient fossil

The impact of intermittent wind power 
exacerbates this situation.



An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

MW

Nuclear

Fossil

The impact of  more wind power makes 
balancing the system more difficult.



An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

MW Demand

Remove fossil power from the mix and 
the system has no means of maintaining 
balance.

Nuclear



An energy system without coal

Remove fossil power from the mix and 
the system has no means of maintaining 
balance.

2 - 35 - 1015 - 20Cold start-up (<120 hours)

60 - 903 - 5120 - 180Warm start-up (<48 hours)

30 - 6080 - 15060 - 120Hot start-up (<8 hours)

CCGTNew CoalNuclearAction:

Start-up times (minutes/hours):

Source: Modern Power Station Systems magazine,

“Accommodating Renewables”, December 2010



An energy system without coal

02.00 04.00 06.00 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.00 24.00

MW Demand

What happens during an anticyclone?

Nuclear



Coal to the rescue!



• Many “conventional” PF stations (with Low NOx 

burners) have FGD fitted:

eg. Drax, Ratcliffe, West Burton, Cottam, Eggborough

• Others will close once their 20,000 allocated 

hours from 1 January 2008 have been used up 

or by 31 December 2015:eg. Didcot, Ironbridge, 

Kingsnorth, Tilbury

• This will leave the UK with a fleet of low NOx, 

low SOx coal-fired power stations

Coal to the rescue!

• It will also leave the UK short of 10,058MW of 

generating capacity



Coal as PF
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Coal to the rescue!

Steam Turbine



Coal to the rescue!

Drax power station, Yorkshire



• Using Supercritical steam conditions, the 

efficiency of PF stations (with Low NOx burners 

and FGD fitted) rises from typically 36% to 45%, 
eg. Meri Pori (Finland)

Coal to the rescue!

Plan A: Burn it dirty and clean it up



Skaerbaek Power Station, Demnark

Coal to the rescue!



• Using Supercritical steam conditions, the 

efficiency of PF stations (with Low NOx burners 

and FGD fitted) rises from typically 36% to 45%, 
eg. Meri Pori (Finland)

Coal to the rescue!

Plan A: Burn it dirty and clean it up

• This results in a 20% reduction in the emissions 

of SOx, NOx and CO2 compared to an older 

power station
• With regard to NOx and CO2, this is not enough!

• In addition to FGD, SCR can be fitted to lower 

emissions of NOx to be reduced further

• Post-combustion CO2 capture is being piloted



• Limestone added to the coal in fluidised bed 

boilers allows simultaneous combustion and 

desulphurisation

• Circulating fluidised bed combustion (CFBC) 

provides good carbon utilisation

• CFBC is good for “difficult” coals, eg. Lignite

• CFBC is excellent for biomass

Coal to the rescue!

Plan B: Burn it and clean it at the same time

• The flue gas is not suitable for CO2 capture

without a lot of post-combustion treatment



Cyclone
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Coal to the rescue!

Plan B: Burn it and clean it at the same time



Elektrownia Turow at Bogatynia, in Poland, 557 MW

Coal to the rescue!

Plan B: Burn it and clean it at the same time



• Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) 

first turns the coal into a gas (mostly CO and 

H2), then cleans it of mercury, sulphur, and CO2.

• Additional cleaning can be introduced, if 

required (making it a “Future Proof” technology).

• Plants are operating successfully in Spain, The 

Netherlands, Poland, Japan and USA

• 2 new IGCC projects are planned in UK

Coal to the rescue!

Plan C: Clean it then burn it



Combined Cycle
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Coal to the rescue!
Plan C: Clean it then burn it



Plan C: Clean it then burn it

Puertollano, 45% efficiency, 331MWe net generation, feedstock 50% local coal, 50% high sulphur petcoke from nearby refinery.

Coal to the rescue!



Coal to the rescue!

How clean is “clean”?
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How clean is “clean”?
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NB. Figures are for “new build”

Electricity
Price/kWh

Soon (emissions constrained world)

PF+PF+PF+PF+
FGDFGDFGDFGD

IGCCIGCCIGCCIGCC
SCPFSCPFSCPFSCPF
CFBCCFBCCFBCCFBC

NGNGNGNG
CCGTCCGTCCGTCCGT

PFPFPFPF

Now (“State of the Art”)

PF+PF+PF+PF+
FGDFGDFGDFGD

IGCCIGCCIGCCIGCC
----COCOCOCO2222

SCPFSCPFSCPFSCPF
CFBCCFBCCFBCCFBC
----COCOCOCO2222

NGNGNGNG
CCGTCCGTCCGTCCGT

Emissions Trading cost

Additional Capital

SCPFSCPFSCPFSCPF
CFBCCFBCCFBCCFBC

Coal to the rescue!

How much will it cost?



Conclusions.



• Continued use of coal with yesterday’s technology is 
not environmentally responsible

• In the future, emissions from coal-based electricity 
production can be even lower

• Coal can provide the flexibility needed to balance 
variable or inflexible low CO2 alternatives.

• Today’s technology offers coal a role in future 
electricity production as a bridge towardbridge towardbridge towardbridge toward
sustainability

Conclusions.



Thank you.


